Abstract.The harmonic analysis of a power system requires appropriate models of all system components. Synchronous machines act as harmonic converters, sensitive to the sequence of the fundamental and harmonic frequencies. This paper describes the derivation of a harmonic model of the machine in the form of a phase-three complex admittance matrix and its application to the harmonic behavior of an asymmetrically loaded generator.
Introduction
The importance of harmonic analysis of power systems is on the rise due to an increased use of converters which are the primary source of harmonics. However, the harmonic behavior of the synchronous generator has not been given serious consideration in harmonic analysis, even though it is well known that it converts negative sequence currents into third harmonic positive sequence and, in general, acts as a harmonic converter. This is so probably because of the complexity of the problem, since conversion means coupling of harmonics which otherwise would be examined sepa¬ rately. Therefore 
